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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Network consists of a group of sensors which has the capability to sense and transmit the real time information to the server. Scheduling in sensor gateway always remains a challenge as it needs to consider the optimal channel utilization of the sensor motes. Most of the scheduling algorithm in the sensor gateway is based on node’s duty cycle, i.e., active time, nap time and idle listening period of the detectors. The duty cycle scheduling is varied randomly based on the data arrival with FIFO queues as common consideration for diverse traffic loads. In this paper, a new queue based scheduling algorithm called Adaptive Duty Cycle Scheduling for embedded sensor networks is proposed for a diverse traffic condition to provide an efficient scheduling with reduced delay and energy consumption. The duty cycle for a sensor node is varied based on the arrival rate of data from sensor nodes and considering the queue length at the gateway. Extensive analyses are taken out under NS-2 simulation environment for SMAC and TMAC scheduling algorithm and their performance were mentioned for further enhancement. For the carrying out of proposed scheduling algorithm isense hardware module is utilized.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is mostly used in military and monitoring applications. Sensor network has the most number of sensors, which are spread across the environment. All these sensor motes are sharing the same medium to
communicate, for providing efficient communication, scheduling algorithm is provided for WSN. These scheduling is based on the duty cycle of each sensor node. Duty cycle is the ratio of active period and the cycle time, cycle time is the duration of active time and the sleep time of sensor nodes. During active periods only each sensor node can transmit and receive the data. In the sleep time, the radio of each sensor node is turned off, during that time sensor node will not transmit data to other sensor nodes. Sensor nodes are battery powered. So to reduced energy consumption in sensor motes, sleep time is increased. If the active time is increased in the sensor mote, it consumes more energy. Also, idle listening time increases energy consumption. SMAC [1], [2], [3] protocol provides a fixed active time specified interval in active period is shared by the SYNC packet. SMAC provides the periodic, active and sleep time. The SYNC packet of SMAC has sleep-awake scheduling. By exchanging SYNC packet between the sensor motes, data transmission is achieved. If any RTS collision occurs then the sensor nodes are going into a sleep period until the active period is to occur. SMAC increases end-to-end delay.

In TMAC [3] algorithm the sensor node goes into a sleep period when no event occurred within the specified period in active time. TMAC reduces idle listening time. During the sleep time, if any data is transmitted to the sensor node. During that time, if the receiving node is in sleep time that data is buffered in the neighboring node’s buffer. After the sleep time of that node, during active time the buffered data are transmitted from the nearby node to the receiver node. TMAC reduces energy consumption, but induces a delay because of an earlier end of active time. DSMAC [3] changes its duty cycle dynamically by increasing the active time. DSMAC increases its active time based on its application, also increases its energy consumption with increase in active time duration.

**Related Work**

SMAC provides better throughput when the duty cycle is high. In the sensor MAC protocol throughput of the sensor node is increased with the increment in the number of sensor nodes. At the certain point, the throughput of the SMAC protocol is saturated, and then it goes low, because of the RTS collision. It’s active time can’t be changed dynamically. If no data are to be transmitted or receive during the active period, more energy is wasted, because, until the end of an active time the radios of the sensor nodes are turned ON. It consumes more energy. If the data are detected at the end of the active time it will go to sleep time, then doesn’t send the previously sensed data to the gateway it will send currently sensed data to the gateway. If in the case of measured data is critical, it produces a critical data loss. If the duty cycle of the SMAC has the low duty cycle, then it doesn’t produce any critical data loss. There is no prioritization of data’s in the sensor node having SMAC algorithm, for the understanding purpose of critical data loss here the prioritization is included in the SMAC algorithm. It will be compared to the proposed scheduling algorithm. In figure 1, the right side log file shows the sensor node’s output and the left side of the log file shows the gateway’s output.
From the above figure 9th sensed high priority data in the sensor node is not sent to the gateway node. The gateway node receives the measured data after its sleep time shown on the left side of the figure shown.

III. Proposed Algorithm
In the proposed algorithm the duty cycle of each sensor node is varied based on the arrival rate of sense data in gateway (queue). In this algorithm the queue is divided into three parts having two threshold values. Threshold values are fixed based on the application. The threshold value is the length of the split part of the queue. The every arrival data in the queue are compared with the threshold values. In this paper, the first threshold value is denoted as Th1 and the next threshold value is denoted as Th2. Figure 2 shows the flow chart for adaptive duty cycle scheduling algorithm for sensor nodes and figure 3 shows the flow chart for adaptive duty cycle scheduling algorithm for gateway. This algorithm increases the sleep time of each sensor node based on the arrival rate of the data from a sensor node. The sensed data’s are categorized as low priority data, medium priority data and high priority data. Here, the temperature sensor is used for the environmental monitoring. Based on the requirement the prioritizing is varied.
At the gateway, the queue length is compared with the arrival rate of the every detail. By increasing sleep time of a sensor node, arrival of data can be reduced. In the first case, if the queue length is less than the first thresh (Th1) the then the sensor node sends all the sensed data’s to the gateway. If the gateway reaches a first threshold (Th1), then it will send this information to all the sensor nodes, which are in its network and then the sensor nodes stop sending its low priority data to gateway by going to sleep mode, it will send only the medium priority and high priority datas.
In the second case, if the queue length is reached the second threshold (Th2), then the gateway sends this message to all sensor nodes, which are in its network and then the sensor nodes stop sending its low and medium priority data’s to gateway and it will go to sleep mode after the sleep time it will go to active mode, then sense the environment changes then it will check the gateway condition and priority of sensed data then it will decide whether it will switch to sleep mode or continue with active mode.
While the sensor nodes are in sleep mode if any critical data (high priority data) sensed then the sensor nodes will go into active mode then follow the proposed scheduling algorithm. In this proposed algorithm during the sleep time if any critical data are detected, then the sensor node will go into an active mode, then send that critical data to the gateway, so that the critical data loss is reduced.

IV. Result and discussion

The figure 4 shows that at the initial state of sensor starts detection and categorizing the type of data, the queue length at the gateway will be less than that of first threshold. So, the sensor node will send all types of data, during that time the gateway module will send the ‘0’ as a message to sensor node then only the sensor node knows that the queue doesn’t get filled up to first threshold.

The figure 5 shows that after the gateway queue reached the first threshold, it will send messages to sensor nodes, and then the sensor nodes will send only the critical data and medium priority data to the gateway. If the low priority data is sensed by the sensor node, then the sensor node will go to sleep, then it will not send its previously sensed low priority data until gateway queue will reach second threshold. Sleep time calculated using the number of low priority data’s detected in the sensor node after the first threshold is reached, for the every detection of high priority and medium priority data’s the count of low priority data is to be reset.

The sleep time of the sensor node is varied dynamically based on the detection of low priority and medium priority data in sensor node. After reaching the first threshold, the sleep time calculation for every detection of low priority data is counted (L) and the sleep time is calculated as follows.
Sleep time = (2√L) * 1000

where L is number of low priority data’s detected

If any high priority or medium priority data are detected, then the count for low priority data is reset to 0. During sleep time if any high priority data (critical) are detected then it will go into active mode then it will continue the normal operation.
The figure 6 shows that after queue length in the gateway reached second threshold then the gateway queue send message to sensor node which is associated with that gateway. After receiving this message, then the sensor node will send only the critical data, if medium priority data will arrive at the sensor node, then that sensor node will not be sent that data to the gateway and also it will go to sleep mode. During this sleep mode if any critical data will arrive then it will go into active mode send that data to the gateway.

The figure 6 shows that the sensor node goes to sleep mode if it has the low and medium priority data’s. During that time if any critical data doesn’t arrive, then the sensor node will go into active mode after the fixed sleep time. If critical data arrives, then the sensor node will go into active mode during sleep mode. Due to that the critical data loss will not occur and also the delay in accessing critical data will be reduced. After reaching the second threshold in the gateway, if the low priority data and medium priority data is detected then it will count in the calculation of sleep time. Here, the sleep time for the sensor node is varied dynamically. To calculate the sleep time if low priority data are detected then the above mention equation is used. If the medium priority data are detected the following formula is used for the calculation

$$\text{Sleep time} = (2^{\sqrt{M}}) \times 1000$$

where M is the number of medium priority data’s detected.

If high priority data are detected, then the count for low priority (L) and medium priority (M) is reset to ‘0’. During sleep time if any High priority data (critical) are detected then it will go into active mode then it will continue the normal operation.

**Conclusion**

Existing MAC protocols have more drawbacks and results in more packet loss and no proper scheduling algorithm for sensor network. Hence, in order increase WSN lifetime and compatible with traffic, new generation queue based scheduling called Adaptive Duty Cycle Scheduling for Embedded Sensor Networks is designed for traffic and sensor gateway side with reduced delay and low energy consumption. The proposed Adaptive duty cycle scheduling is implemented in wireless sensor motes. For the scheduling operation, it uses the parameters of gateway and sensor motes. From the gateway it gets the queue length, from the sensor node, it gets the number of low priority and medium priority data’s. So, that it reduces the congestion at the gateway and reduces the delay for accessing high priority data. When compared with SMAC algorithm the proposed algorithm reduces the critical data loss. Because, SMAC has the fixed active time and fixed sleep time duration. During sleep time sensor node will not sense and send or receive data’s. But, in the case of proposed algorithm the sleep time and the active time will be varied dynamically based on the sensed data. During sleep time if any critical data are detected, the sensor node goes into an active mode so that no critical data loss will occur and reduce the delay in accessing high priority data.
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